Relationship between particle elasticity, glass fragility, and structural relaxation in dense microgel suspensions.
"Fragile" glassy materials, which include most polymeric materials and organic liquids, exhibit a steep and super-Arrhenius dependence of relaxation time with temperature upon the glass transition and have been extensively studied. Yet, a full understanding of strong glass formers that exhibit an Arrhenius dependence on temperature is still lacking. In this work, we have investigated the glassy dynamics of poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) microgel particles of varied elasticity in dense aqueous suspensions, giving rise to a full spectrum of strong to fragile glass-forming behaviors. We have observed the dependence of particle motions and structural relaxation on particle volume fraction can be weakened by decreasing particle elasticity, due to particle deformation and the resulting interparticle elastic interaction upon intimate particle contacts at high particle concentration. Both measured α-relaxation time scales and dynamic length scales for cooperative rearranging motions of microgels in suspensions show similarly dependence on particle volume fraction and elasticity, thereby quantifying the glass fragility of dense microgel suspension of varied particle elasticity.